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Abstract. Establishing relationships between species distributions and environmental
characteristics is a major goal in the search for forces driving species distributions. Canonical
ordinations such as redundancy analysis and canonical correspondence analysis are invaluable
tools for modeling communities through environmental predictors. They provide the means
for conducting direct explanatory analysis in which the association among species can be
studied according to their common and unique relationships with the environmental variables
and other sets of predictors of interest, such as spatial variables. Variation partitioning can
then be used to test and determine the likelihood of these sets of predictors in explaining
patterns in community structure. Although variation partitioning in canonical analysis is
routinely used in ecological analysis, no effort has been reported in the literature to consider
appropriate estimators so that comparisons between fractions or, eventually, between different
canonical models are meaningful. In this paper, we show that variation partitioning as
currently applied in canonical analysis is biased. We present appropriate unbiased estimators.
In addition, we outline a statistical test to compare fractions in canonical analysis. The
question addressed by the test is whether two fractions of variation are signiﬁcantly different
from each other. Such assessment provides an important step toward attaining an
understanding of the factors patterning community structure. The test is shown to have
correct Type I error rates and good power for both redundancy analysis and canonical
correspondence analysis.
Key words: adjusted coefﬁcient of determination; bootstrap; canonical analysis; canonical correspondence analysis (CCA); ecological community; redundancy analysis (RDA); variation partitioning.

INTRODUCTION
The search for causes dictating patterns in species
distributions in natural and disturbed landscapes is of
primary importance in ecological science, and establishing relationships between species distributions and
environmental characteristics is a widely used approach
(e.g., Legendre and Fortin 1989, Jackson and Harvey
1993, Diniz-Filho and Bini 1996, Rodrı́guez and Lewis
1997, Jenkins and Buikema 1998, Boyce and McDonald
1999, Peres-Neto and Jackson 2001). Habitat models
relating habitat characteristics and community structure
(species occurrence or abundance) are expected to
answer at least two questions. (1) How well is the
distribution of a set of species explained by the given set
of predictive variables? (2) Which variables are irrelevant or redundant in the sense of failing to strengthen
the explanation of patterns after certain other variables
have been taken into account? The ﬁrst question relates
to the predictive power of the model that can be used in
conservation management, for questions such as estiManuscript received 26 August 2005; revised 9 February
2006; accepted 16 February 2006; ﬁnal version received 21
March 2006. Corresponding Editor: N. G. Yoccoz.
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mating habitat suitability, forecasting the effects of
habitat change due to human interference, establishing
potential locations for species reintroduction, or predicting how community structure may be affected by the
invasion of exotic species. The second question is
important for heuristic issues such as determining the
likelihood of competing hypotheses to explain particular
patterns in community structure (Peres-Neto et al.
2001).
Canonical analyses such as redundancy analysis
(RDA; Rao 1964), canonical correspondence analysis
(CCA; ter Braak 1986), and distance-based redundancy
analysis (db-RDA; Legendre and Anderson 1999) are
invaluable tools for modeling communities through
environmental predictors. They provide the means for
conducting direct explanatory analyses in which the
association among species can be studied with respect to
their common and unique relationships with environmental variables or any other set of predictors of
interest. As a demonstration of its success, well over
1500 studies applying CCA or RDA in modeling
species–environment relationships have been published
(see also Birks et al. [1996] for reviews on ecological
studies using these methods). RDA and CCA can be
best understood as methods for extending multiple
regression that has a single response y and multiple
predictors X (e.g., several environmental predictors), to
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FIG. 1. Variation partitioning scheme of a response variable Y between two sets of predictors X (e.g., environmental factors)
and W (e.g., spatial predictors). The total variation in Y is partitioned into four fractions as follows: (1) fraction [a þ b þ c] based
on both sets of predictor matrices [X,W] ([a þ b þ c] ¼ R2Yj½X;W ); (2) fraction [a þ b] based on matrix X ([a þ b] ¼ R2YjX ); (3) fraction
[b þ c] based on matrix W ([b þ c] ¼ R2YjW ); (4) the unique fraction of variation explained by X, [a] ¼ [a þ b þ c] – [b þ c]; (5) the
unique fraction of variation explained by W, [c] ¼ [a þ b þ c] – [a þ b]; (6) the common fraction of variation shared by X and W, [b]
¼ [a þ b þ c] – [a] – [c]; and (7) the residual fraction of variation not explained by X and W, [d] ¼ 1 – [a þ b þ c].

multiple regression involving multiple response variables
Y (e.g., several species) and a common matrix of
predictors X. It follows that the percentage of variation
of the response matrix explained by the predictor matrix
(hereafter referred to as the redundancy statistic, or
simply R2YjX following Miller and Farr 1971) is the
canonical equivalent of the regression coefﬁcient of
determination, R2.
In multiple regression analysis, we can apply variation
partitioning (also known as commonality analysis;
Kerlinger and Pedhazur 1973) to identify common and
unique contributions to model prediction and hence
better address the question of the relative inﬂuences of
the groups of independent variables considered in the
model (Mood 1969). When partitioning variation is used
in regression analysis, independent variables are
grouped into sets representing broad factors. In that
context, variation partitioning is more suitable than
analyzing the individual contributions of regressors via
their partial correlation coefﬁcients. In this approach,
the total percentage of variation explained by the model
(R2) is partitioned into unique and common contributions of the sets of predictors (Fig. 1). For example,
variation partitioning for RDA or CCA using two sets
of predictors (X and W) is straightforward as it is based
on three canonical analysis (Fig. 1). The ﬁrst one uses
both sets of predictors [X,W], the second only X, and the
last one only W. All remaining fractions of the
partitioning can be obtained by simple subtractions
(Fig. 1). Note that the shared variation ([b], Fig. 1) may
be negative due to suppressor variables (i.e., a regressor
having low, close to zero, correlation with the response
variable and a correlation with another regressor, which
in turn is correlated with the response variables; see
Azen and Budescu [2003] for more details) or due to two
strongly correlated predictors with strong effects on y of
opposite signs (one positive and the other negative;
Legendre and Legendre 1998: Section 10.3.5). Variation
partitioning based on two sets of predictor matrices was
introduced to canonical analysis by Borcard et al. (1992)
and Borcard and Legendre (1994), later was extended to
three or more sets of predictor matrices (Anderson and
Gribble 1998, Cushman and McGarigal 2002, Økland
2003), and is now routinely used in direct gradient
analysis.

Although canonical analysis and variation partitioning may provide a robust approach for understanding
the relative inﬂuence of different ecological factors
driving community assembly, judging the importance
of a factor solely on the basis of its proportional unique
contribution is not as straightforward as currently
performed. The statistical bias related to estimating a
population q2 based on a sample R2 is a well-recognized
problem (Zar 1999), as sample estimates tend, on
average, to be larger than q2. The bias is inﬂuenced by
both the number of independent variables in the model
and sample size (Kromrey and Hines 1995). Terms such
as adjustment and ‘‘shrinkage’’ refer to the fact that a
sample-estimated R2 needs to be reduced in order to
provide a more accurate estimate of q2. By taking into
account the appropriate degrees of freedom, the adjustment provides a way of comparing models with different
numbers of predictors (e.g., model selection) and sample
sizes. Given that R2 and R2YjX are intrinsically related, the
bias observed in multiple regression also exists in
canonical analysis. Although variation partitioning in
canonical analysis is routinely used in ecological
analysis, no effort has been reported in the literature
to consider appropriate estimators so that comparisons
between fractions or eventually between different canonical models are meaningful. Speciﬁcally, our objective is
twofold: (1) to provide adjustments for the bias in
sample R2YjX , and (2) to outline a statistical test to
contrast partial effects in canonical analysis (i.e.,
compare fractions of variation).
REDUNDANCY STATISTIC

IN

CANONICAL ANALYSIS

Here we present the formulation of the R2YjX statistic
used in canonical analysis applied to species data
matrices. In the case of RDA, R2YjX is calculated as
follows:
R2YjX ¼

^ 0 YÞ
^
traceðY
0
traceðYcent Ycent Þ

¼1

^ 0 ðYcent  YÞ
^
trace½ðYcent  YÞ
0
traceðYcent Ycent Þ

ð1Þ

^ ¼ X(X 0 X)1X 0 Ycent represents the matrix of
where Y
predicted values. Note that this is identical to calculating
predicted values for individual multiple regressions of
each column of Y on X; Ycent ¼ (I – P)Y is matrix Y
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centered by column means (i.e., column means ¼ 0). I is
an (n 3 n) identity matrix and P is a (n 3 n) matrix with
all elements ¼ 1/n; n refers to the number of sampling
units. Matrix X can be either centered or standardized
(column means ¼ 0 and column variances ¼ 1).
The deﬁnition of R2YjX presented here is the one used in
ecological applications; it is called the RDA trace
statistic in the Canoco program, Version 4.5 (ter Braak
and Smilauer 2002) and the proportion of explained
variation in Legendre and Legendre (1998). This
deﬁnition is different from the one in redundancy
analysis as used in behavioral research (Dawson-Saunders 1982, Lambert et al. 1988) where the response
variables are standardized rather than centered prior to
analysis. In that case, the R2YjX is simply the mean of the
R2 statistics computed for each individual multiple
regression of each column of Y on matrix X (Miller
1975). In ecological analysis the species are centered and
not standardized, so R2YjX is a weighted mean of the R2 of
individual models with weights proportional to the
species variances divided by the total variance. The same
deﬁnition based on a weighted mean applies to CCA,
and for the sake of brevity we present the R2YjX used in
CCA in Appendix A.
AN ADJUSTED REDUNDANCY STATISTIC FOR CANONICAL
ANALYSIS—THE CONTINUOUS CASE
Our ﬁrst task was to determine whether adjustments
for the multiple coefﬁcient of determination (R2adj )
developed for a single response variable could also be
applied to the canonical R2YjX . Dawson-Saunders (1982)
has shown that Ezekiel’s adjustment (1930), commonly
used in the case of multiple regressions (Legendre and
Legendre 1998, Zar 1999), is appropriate for the case
where response variables are standardized prior to
analysis. Ezekiel’s formulation applied to canonical
analysis based on centered values is as follows:
n1
ð1  R2YjX Þ
R2ðYjXÞadj ¼ 1 
np1
^
^
trace½ðYcent  YÞðY
cent  YÞ=ðn  p  1Þ
¼1
0
Ycent Þ=ðn  1Þ
traceðYcent
ð2Þ
where n is the sample size, p is the number of predictors,
and R2YjX is the sample estimation of the q2YjX .
Since fractions of variation represent redundancy
statistics, they also need to be adjusted. Fractions [a þ b
þ c], [b þ c], and [a þ b] can be adjusted directly, leading
to [a þ b þ c]adj, [b þ c]adj, and [a þ b]adj. The individual
fractions [a]adj, [b]adj, [c]adj, and [d]adj have to be
calculated by appropriate subtractions based on [a þ b
þ c]adj, [b þ c]adj, and [a þ b]adj.
We conducted a Monte Carlo study equivalent to the
one used by Kromrey and Hines (1995) who assessed the
accuracy of different methods for adjusting sample R2 in
the univariate multiple regression case. The ﬁrst step was
to generate large population matrices (200 000 individ-
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uals) with known q2YjX and then draw a large number of
samples with replacement from these populations and
calculate R2YjX and R2ðYjXÞadj for each sample. We decided
to use large generated populations instead of standard
protocols such as generating samples using established
correlation matrices (see Peres-Neto et al. 2003 for an
example) or by deﬁning the q2 as in the method
introduced by Cramer (1987). The reason is that these
previously used methods are capable of generating
population values only for continuous variables; hence
we cannot generate species-like data (e.g., abundance)
where some sites are occupied (values . 0) and others
are not (values ¼ 0).
We started with a real data set comprised of stream
ﬁsh communities of a watershed in eastern Brazil (PeresNeto 2004). A total of 27 species and six environmental
variables were considered. The ﬁrst step was to calculate
individual slopes between the species and the environmental variables (slopes are presented in Appendix B:
Table B1). Slopes were calculated on the centered
species and environmental matrices and used as the
basis for our simulation study. The next step was to
generate a matrix X containing six random normally
distributed variables N (0,1) with 200 000 observations
(rows). The columns of X were then standardized (i.e.,
mean ¼ 0 and variance ¼ 1). Then, a data matrix Y was
generated as: Y ¼ XBmlt þ E, where B (Appendix B:
Table B1) is a (6 3 27) matrix containing the slopes for
each species on each environmental variable; mlt is a
multiplication factor used to reduce the slopes so that
we can manipulate them to attain the desirable R2YjX
values. The multiplication factor will be given for each
simulated population. E represents a (200 000 3 27)
matrix containing N (0,1) deviates. The last step was to
calculate the q2YjX based on the generated X (200 000 3
6) and Y (200 000 3 27) matrices. Since all slopes were
different from zero, all predictors were active in the
sense that they all contributed to the explanation of
matrix Y.
Assessing the accuracy of R2ðYjXÞadj using a single set of
predictors (canonical analysis)
The ﬁrst set of simulations considered the simplest
case of matrices X and Y made of continuous data;
abundance-like data will be considered later. In the two
sets of simulations, we considered the inﬂuence of
random predictors by manipulating the number of
random N (0,1) variables added to the set of true
predictors X, as well as the sample size n. Two
populations with q2YjX ¼ 0.2007 (mlt ¼ 0.0004) and
q2YjX¼ 0.6105 (mlt ¼ 0.001) were considered. In the ﬁrst
set of simulations, 1000 samples of 100 observations
each were randomly drawn from the population [Y,X]
and a certain number of random N (0,1) variables were
added to the sample X. In the second experiment, 1000
samples with varying numbers of observations were
randomly drawn and no random predictors were added
to the model. Fig. 2 presents the results of the two
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FIG. 2. The inﬂuence of null predictors and sample size on the sample mean R2YjX (solid symbols) and the mean adjusted R2ðYjXÞadj
(open symbols) considering two RDA populations with normally distributed data. Triangles represent samples from a population
R2YjX ¼ 0.608, whereas circles represent samples from a population R2YjX ¼ 0.201. Horizontal lines represent population values. In the
case of the inﬂuence of the number of null predictors (left panel), samples were based on 100 observations, whereas in the case of
the inﬂuence of sample size (right panel), no null predictor was added to the model.

simulations; each point in the graphs represents mean
values of sample R2YjX and R2ðYjXÞadj based on 1000
random pairs of matrices [Y,X]. It is evident from these
two simulations that the sample q2YjX statistic is highly
biased and that R2ðYjXÞadj is a much more accurate
estimator of the R2YjX . Results (Fig. 2) show that adjusted
statistics are always to be preferred to R2YjX sample
values.
Assessing the accuracy of R2ðYjXÞadj on variation
partitioning (partial canonical analysis)
We conducted a second set of simulations to test
whether R2ðYjXÞadj also performed well in variation
partitioning in canonical analysis involving three data
matrices [Y,X,W]. The method used for generating
population matrices was basically the same, except that
we considered the case where predictors have a certain
level of correlation between matrices X and W. In order
to generate populations having predictors X and W with
a given level of correlation (i.e., [b] . 0], the following
procedure was applied. (1) Generate a matrix XW
containing 12 random normally distributed variables
N (0,1) with 200 000 observations. As before, the
columns of matrix XW were standardized. (2) Generate
a (12 3 12) correlation matrix where all cross-correlation
values were 0.1. Next, decompose the correlation matrix
using Cholesky decomposition. Finally, post-multiply
the upper-triangular matrix resulting from the matrix
factorization by the matrix XW of step 1. (3) The matrix
of population slopes BXW (12 3 27) is constructed by
assembling two slope matrices B (6 3 27) (Appendix B:

Table B1). Each one was multiplied by a different
multiplication factor, mlt (i.e., BXW ¼ [BmltX BmltW]),
so that the relative contributions of X and W to the
generated Y are different. (4) As before, a data matrix Y
was generated as: Y ¼ XWBXW þ E. The ﬁrst six columns
of matrix XW were used to represent matrix X and the
last six columns became matrix W. The population was
then represented by juxtaposing the three pertinent
matrices as [Y,X,W].
Simulations were also done to evaluate the inﬂuence
of random predictors and the sample size. Population
fractions based on mltX ¼ 0.0004 and mltW ¼ 0.0003
were as follows: [a þ b þ c] ¼ 0.3968, [a þ b] ¼ 0.3001, [b
þ c] ¼ 0.2243, [a] ¼ 0.1725, [b] ¼ 0.1276, [c] ¼ 0.0967,
and [d] ¼ 0.6032. Matrix X contributed to Y with a
larger portion of the variation in the population
(30.01%) than W (22.43%), and fraction [b] explained
12.76% of the variation in the population. In the third
series of simulations, 1000 samples of 100 observations
each were drawn from the population [Y,X,W], and
random N (0,1) variables were added to the sample
matrix W. In the fourth set of simulations, 1000
samples of a varying numbers of observations were
drawn. No random predictors were added to the model.
Fig. 3 presents the variation partitioning results from
these two last simulations. Each fraction represents
mean values of sample fractions and adjusted sample
fractions based on the 1000 samples. It is obvious from
these results that sample fraction estimates (left panels)
are highly biased whereas adjusted fractions (right
panels) are much more accurate estimators of the
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FIG. 3. The inﬂuence of null predictors and sample size on fraction estimation in RDA variance partitioning, considering
normally distributed data. Left panels, sample R2YjX ; right panels, adjusted R2ðYjXÞadj . In the case of the inﬂuence of the number of null
predictors (upper panels), samples were based on 100 observations, whereas in the case of the inﬂuence of sample size (lower
panels), only active predictors were used (i.e., no null predictor was added to the model). In that case, all predictors in X were
active, whereas in W a mix of active and null predictors was found. The sequence is [a], [b], [c], [d] from bottom to top of each panel.

population values. Although the population fraction [a]
is larger than [c], the addition of random variables to
matrix W offset the differences in sample fractions
without adjustment, demonstrating clearly the need for
an adjustment to obtain correct estimates of the
importance of each matrix to the model.

ADJUSTED REDUNDANCY STATISTIC FOR
ABUNDANCE CASE

THE

DISCRETE

In the previous section, we considered the case of
continuous variables as they represented the case where
we expected a direct match between the multiple
regression R2 and the redundancy statistic R2YjX . How-
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FIG. 4. The inﬂuence of null predictors and sample size on the sample mean R2YjX and the adjusted mean R2ðYjXÞadj considering an
RDA population (R2YjX ¼ 0.2089) with abundance-like dependent variables. Solid circles represent sample values, and open circles
represent adjusted values. Horizontal lines represent population values.

ever, ecologists are most interested in the case where
response variables are counts of species abundances,
which are discrete and also generally overdispersed and
zero inﬂated (Martin et al. 2005). In order to generate
discrete and zero inﬂated data, we transformed a
simulated population matrix Y as follows: Y 0 ¼ ½yij0  ¼
exp(1.2(ystdij  0.5)). Once generated, matrix Y was ﬁrst
standardized into Ystd so that a variance value of 1.2
could be applied; subtracting 0.5 from the data provided
a greater number of zeros (absences; the generated
matrices contained roughly 47% zeros). The values yij0
were then rounded to the lower integer to generate Y 0 . A
similar protocol was applied in Legendre et al. (2005).
We performed simulations similar to those reported in
the previous section, this time using population matrices
Y 0 . We started by investigating the case of RDA. In
order to generate Y, a value mlt ¼ 0.0011 was necessary
to generate a q2YjX ¼ 0.2089, which is close to the value
generated in the ﬁrst set of simulations (see An adjusted
redundancy statistic for canonical analysis—the continuous case). Fig. 4 shows the results as a function of the
number of random variables added to sample predictor
matrices X and the sample size. As before, in the case of
random predictors, 100 observations were considered.
Although the adjusted values provided better estimates
than the sample R2YjX , the estimates were quite biased
when compared to the q2YjX .
Next we investigated the effect of species transformations in the estimates prior to RDA. We used
the Hellinger transformation (Legendre and Gallagher
2001) as follows:

2vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 3
u y0
ij
6u
7
u k
7
u
X
H ¼ ½hij  ¼ 6
4t
0 5
yij

ð3Þ

j¼1

where hij is the transformed abundance yij0 of species j at
site i, and k is the total number of species across all
replicates. The use of Hellinger-transformed data prior
to performing RDA is equivalent to a distance-based
redundancy analysis (db-RDA; Legendre and Anderson
1999) based on Hellinger distance. In the present
simulations, the Hellinger-transformed population matrix H was used instead of Y 0 . Two Hellingertransformed population data sets with q2HjX ¼ 0.2071
(mlt ¼ 0.0007) and q2HjX ¼ 0.6099 (mlt ¼ 0.0500) were
generated. Contrary to RDA on raw species abundance-like data (Fig. 4), the Hellinger transformation
produced much more accurate estimates of R2HjX
regarding both sample size and number of random
predictors added to the sample matrices (see Appendix
C: Fig. C1). The same conclusions were attained when
considering variation partitioning as results showed
identical patterns as the ones depicted in Fig. 3 for the
continuous case (see Appendix C: Fig. C2). Thus, for
continuous response variables, Ezekiel’s adjustment to
RDA R2 gives quite accurate values, and for the
discrete zero inflated data with many zeros (as
simulated here), Ezekiel’s adjustment using Hellingertransformed data (i.e., db-RDA on Hellinger distance)
is appropriate.
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FIG. 5. The inﬂuence of null predictors and sample size on the sample mean R2CCAjX (circles), the mean adjusted R2adj (squares),
and the permutation-based adjusted R2adjperm (triangles) considering two CCA populations. Solid symbols in each panel represent
samples from a population with R2CCAjX ¼ 0.610, while open symbols represent samples from a population with R2CCAjX ¼ 0.213.
Horizontal lines represent population values. In the case of the inﬂuence of the number of null predictors (left panels), samples were
based on 100 observations, whereas in the case of the inﬂuence of sample size (right panels), only active predictors were used (i.e.,
no null predictor was added to the model).

THE CASE

OF

CCA
OF

PERMUTATIONAL FORM
ADJUSTMENT

AND A

Here we present the results of simulations using CCA.
As in the two previous sections, we assessed the inﬂuence
of sample size and number of random predictors added
to the model. In the case of random predictors, sample
sizes of 100 observations were drawn. Two CCA
populations with q2CCAjX ¼ 0.2128 (mlt ¼ 0.0011) and
q2CCAjX ¼ 0.6101 (mlt ¼ 0.0490) were considered. As in the
preceding section, values in matrix Y were transformed
into abundance-like values (Y 0 ) after generation and
prior to CCA. Ezekiel’s adjustments did improve the
large bias obtained when using unadjusted R2 with
CCA; however they were still quite inaccurate, especially
for the population having q2CCAjX ¼ 0.2128 (Fig. 5). We
propose a new type of adjustment based on the
deﬁnition of Ezekiel’s formulation. Ezekiel’s adjustment
is based on the idea that, in regression models, a random
predictor explains, on average, under random sampling
variation, 1/(n – 1) of the variation in the response
variable. Hence p random predictors explain, on
average, under random sampling variation, p/(n – 1) of
the variation. The adjustment can be rewritten as
R2ðYjXÞadj ¼ 1 
¼1

n1
ð1  R2YjX Þ
np1
1

p ð1 
1  n 1

R2YjX Þ:

Note that when R2YjX equals p/(n – 1), R2ðYjXÞadj equals
zero. In CCA, because a weighted multiple regression is
used (see Appendix A), the average R2CCAjX expected by
chance is unknown. We propose that this may be
estimated for a given situation using a permutation
procedure. The new adjustment hereafter referred to as
R2perm substitutes p/(n – 1) in Eq. 4 by an empirical
estimate of the value expected under chance alone
estimated as follows: (1) randomly permute entire rows
of data matrix X (i.e., no substantial difference was
found if regressors were permuted separately), leading to
Xperm; (2) Calculate R2CCAjX for a CCA based on Xperm;
(3) repeat steps 1 and 2 m times (in this study we used m
¼ 1000); (4) calculate the mean Xperm across all 1000
R2CCAjX obtained under permutation in step 3. The
proposed adjustment is then simply
R2perm ¼ 1 

ð5Þ

The correction provides improved estimations in
comparison to Ezekiel’s adjustment (Fig. 5). The CCA
code used here can be used on matrices containing huge
number of observations (200 000 observations or more;
see Supplement 1 code for CCA) and may be useful for
researchers interested in analyzing large data sets.
TESTING

ð4Þ

1
ð1  R2CCAjX Þ:
1  X perm

THE

DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN

FRACTIONS

Although the adjustment of fractions is an important
step toward achieving unbiased canonical models, there
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remains the question of whether the inﬂuences of two or
more groups of predictors (factors), after adjustments,
are signiﬁcantly different. Methods for testing the
signiﬁcance of fractions are well established in the
literature as in Legendre and Legendre (1998:608–612).
However, one aspect that has not been addressed yet is
whether two fractions, say [a] and [c], come from the
same statistical population of explained fractions of
variation and that they only differ by sampling
variation. Such an assessment would provide an
important step toward attaining an understanding of
the factors patterning community structure. For instance, do environmental factors explain more variation
than spatial patterning? In this section, we propose a
method for testing for the difference between fractions
in canonical variation partitioning. The test proposed
here is based on a bootstrap procedure for empirically
constructing sampling distributions reﬂecting the differences between adjusted R2YjX . The use of bootstrapping
as means of adjustment in multiple regressions has been
advocated by Kromrey and Hines (1995), but our
proposed bootstrap procedure provided a much better
estimate than the one proposed by them. The proposed
procedure for RDA is as follows.
(1) Compute the RDA residuals based on the original
sample for fractions [a þ b] and [b þ c]:
EX ¼ Ycent  XBX

EW ¼ Ycent  WBW

ð6Þ

where EX and EW are (n 3 k) matrices of residuals
related to the matrix of predictors X (i.e., [a þ b]) and W
(i.e., [b þ c]), respectively; n is the number of sites and k
is the number of species. BX and BW are the matrices of
slopes for the predictors in X and W, respectively, and
can be calculated simply as: BX ¼ (X 0 X)1X 0 Ycent; BW ¼
(W 0 W)1W 0 Ycent. Note that X and W can be either
centered or standardized.
(2) Rescale each column of matrices EX and EW as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EX-scl ¼ n=ðn  pX ÞEX
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð7Þ
EW-scl ¼ n=ðn  pW ÞEW
where pX and pW are the number of predictors in
matrices X and W, respectively. Residuals are scaled in
this fashion so that the average squared residuals in the
bootstrap sample has expectation r2 (Wu 1986; i.e., E ¼
[ej] ; IID(0, r2I)) where I is a (n 3 1) vector of 1’s).
(3) Resample entire rows from the matrix of joint
residuals [EX-scl, EW-scl] with replacement, so that the
bootstrapped sample is consistent with the original
dimensions of the data matrices leading to EX-boot and
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EW-boot. Matrices of residuals were juxtaposed during
the bootstrap sampling to make sure that the same rows
were randomly chosen in EX-scl and EW-scl, hence
maintaining the covariance among predictors in X and
W during resampling.
(4) Calculate bootstrapped Y data tables based on
matrices X and W as the sum of original fitted values
plus bootstrapped residuals:
YX-boot ¼ XBX þ EX-boot
YW-boot ¼ WBW þ EW-boot :

ð8Þ

(5) Calculate ﬁtted values based on the centered values
of each set:
^ X-boot ¼ XBX ðI  PÞYX-boot
Y
^ W-boot ¼ WBW ðI  PÞYW-boot :
Y

ð9Þ

R2YjX

based on each set of
Bootstrapped adjusted
predictors were calculated as shown in Eq. 10 (at
bottom of page). R2ðY j X Þadj-booti was calculated in the
^ X-boot by YW-boot 
same way by replacing YX-boot  Y
^ W-boot. Note that the total sum of squares (TSS ¼
Y
trace(Y 0 centYcent)) in Eq. 10 was divided by n instead of
(n – 1) as in Eq. 2. Our decision was based on the fact
that the maximum likelihood estimator of TSS provided
better adjusted estimates under bootstrap (see Appendix D).
(6) Repeat steps 3–5 m times (m ¼ 1000 in this study).
For each bootstrap replicate, calculate the difference
between the two adjusted estimates as Di ¼ R2ðYjXÞadj-booti
 R2ðYjWÞadj-booti . Then, using all bootstrapped Di values,
build a conﬁdence interval for the differences between
adjusted fraction values. There are a number of
procedures for estimating conﬁdence intervals (Manly
1997); we used the percentile method (Manly 1997:39).
First, Di values were ordered in ascending order, then we
identiﬁed the Di values that occupied the am/2-th and (1
– a/2)m-th values in the sorted list, which were then used
as conﬁdence limits estimates. Both am/2 and (1 – a/2)m
were rounded to the nearest integer. Note that if
conﬁdence intervals are reported they can be helpful in
comparing differences between fractions based on
different data sets (e.g., two or more landscapes). We
considered an a ¼ 0.05 signiﬁcance level throughout this
study. If the estimated interval did not encompass zero,
then the null hypothesis was rejected. Alternatively, a P
value can also be estimated. First, calculate the median
of Di values. If the median is positive, then calculate the
number of Di smaller than zero; or alternatively if Dobs is
negative, calculate the number of Di larger than zero,

R2ðYjXÞadj-boot i ¼ ½a þ badji



^ X-boot 0 ðI  PÞYX-boot  Y
^ X-boot =ðn  px  1Þ
trace ðI  PÞYX-boot  Y
 0

¼1
Ycent =n
trace Ycent

ð10Þ
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FIG. 6. Variation partitioning Venn diagrams representing the unadjusted (left) and adjusted (right) percentages of unique
contribution of [c] spatial and [a] environmental components to the oribatid mite distribution. Fraction [b] represents the shared
variation between the environmental and spatial components and [d] the residual variation left unexplained by the canonical model.
Distance-based eigenvector maps were used to analyze the spatial component of the mite variation. Although fractions [a] and [c]
were both signiﬁcant in terms of explaining the variation in oribatid mite distribution, the proportions of variation explained by
each do not differ signiﬁcantly from each other (bootstrap test for fractions, P ¼ 0.4865).

divided by the number of bootstrap samples, and then
multiplied by two in order to make the test two tailed.
In order to assess the statistical robustness of the
proposed test, we empirically estimated Type I error
rates and power based on Monte Carlo simulations
(Peres-Neto and Olden 2001). The complete description
of the method involved in this assessment and the
detailed results are presented in Appendix E. Type I
error rates were either equal to or smaller than the
established signiﬁcance level for both the RDA based on
the Hellinger transformation and CCA, hence validating
the test (Appendix E).
VARIATION PARTITIONING—AN EXAMPLE
ADJUSTMENT AND TESTING

OF

FRACTION

In this section we present a complete example of the
approaches introduced here, where we contrast results
based on unadjusted and adjusted fractions in variation
partitioning. Data were comprised of the abundances of
35 species of oribatid mites and ﬁve habitat variables
from 70 soil cores 10 3 2.6 m in area in the peat blanket
surrounding a bog lake originally presented by Borcard
et al. (1992). Three of the ﬁve environmental variables
are qualitative and were transformed into Helmert
orthogonal contrasts as used in ANOVA (i.e., each klevel categorical variable was represented by k – 1
contrasts). A total of 11 environmental predictors were
then used (nine Helmert contrasts representing qualitative variables and two quantitative variables). In order
to generate spatial descriptors, we applied a distancebased eigenvector map (Dray et al. 2006) to the spatial
coordinates of the cores. Here, the 22 eigenvectors with
positive eigenvalues were retained as spatial descriptors
to be used in the variation partitioning of the oribatid
data. We applied variation partitioning by RDA to the

matrix of Hellinger-transformed data. Results of variation partitioning based on adjusted and unadjusted
fractions are presented in Fig. 6. Differences between
adjusted and unadjusted fractions were quite noticeable,
especially given the large number of spatial descriptors
considered and when comparing the residual fraction [d]
between the unadjusted and adjusted partitioning. Based
on permutation tests (see Legendre and Legendre
1998:608–610), both fractions [a] and [c] explained a
signiﬁcant portion of the variation (P[a] ¼ 0.001; P[c] ¼
0.001; 1000 permutations were applied). Based on our
bootstrap procedure, however, the spatial and environmental components explained similar proportions of
variation (P ¼ 0.4865) of the species distribution.
DISCUSSION
Canonical analyses have become standard tools to
analyze ecological community data in order to search
for patterns and test hypotheses regarding species
distributions and structuring factors. Although the issue
of adjustment of the explained variation has been greatly
stressed in univariate multiple regression modeling, it
had not been discussed for canonical analysis applied to
ecological data, especially for the case of variation
partitioning. The present study brought attention to the
importance of adjusting model explanation in canonical
analysis and assessed the appropriateness of standard
procedures used in regression analysis; it also offered a
novel adjustment in the case of CCA. Our study
demonstrated that sample R2YjX used in canonical
analysis and variation partitioning is biased and that
adjustments are not only preferable but necessary to
provide more accurate estimations and valid comparisons between sets of factors in explaining community
structure. Discrepancies between nonadjusted and ad-
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justed fractions in variation partitioning will depend on
the differences between the numbers of variables in each
set of predictors. For instance, spatial regressors are
always simpler to generate in comparison to environmental variables. As a result, the spatial fraction could
appear more important due to a large number of
unimportant spatial predictors considered in the canonical analysis. Indeed, in our example (Fig. 6), we found
that the fraction due to the spatial component contributed with almost twice as much variation as the
fraction due to the environmental component. Once
adjusted, both fractions were quite similar and indeed
the bootstrap test of fractions did not detect a signiﬁcant
difference between the environmental and spatial contributions. Adjustments will also permit comparisons
between different canonical analyses as they adjust not
only for the number of predictors but also for the
number of samples. Cottenie (2005), comparing the
contribution of environmental and spatial fractions
based on 158 published data sets using canonical
analysis, was forced to control for the potential bias in
the estimation by using subsets of 30 sites and four
spatial and environmental predictors in each analysis
since appropriate adjustments were not yet available.
Our assessment did not consider the case of presence–
absence data, other species transformations (Legendre
and Gallagher 2001), and different types of distances
such as Bray-Curtis that can be considered in distancebased RDA (Legendre and Anderson 1999). However,
the simulation protocols applied here could be easily
adapted to assess the accuracy of the adjustments
considered here. The permutation approach used in
the case of CCA can also be easily implemented in the
case of other transformations prior to RDA and to
different distances in the case of db-RDA.
The testing procedure for assessing the difference
between two fractions of variation in canonical analysis
is analogous to the comparison of nonnested models.
There is a large body of literature dealing with tests for
nonnested models for multiple regressions (Royston and
Simpson 1995, Watnik et al. 2001), where sets of
predictors are compared. The existing methods for
comparing nonnested models, however, determine which
set of predictors (model) is the most important in
explaining the response variable. In the bootstrap test of
fractions proposed here, we consider that the combination of the two sets of regressors is important in
explaining the response variable, but that one set may
be more important than the other in patterning the
response variables (e.g., species). Current implementations for comparing nonnested models may identify
whether two sets of predictors are signiﬁcant or not, but
not if the contribution of one set is signiﬁcantly greater
than the other. In addition, these implementations are
only applicable to the case of multiple regressors having
one response variable and are not implemented for the
case of canonical analysis. Overall, we hope that the
methods suggested will aid ecologists in attaining an
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understanding of the factors driving community structure.
A Matlab library and an executable version for
conducting variation partitioning based upon adjusted
R2 values in RDA or CCA, and testing fractions, are
available in Supplement 2 and Supplement 3, respectively. The R-language function ‘‘varpart,’’ available in
the vegan library (Version 1.7-81 or higher; Oksanen et al.
2005), automatically conducts variation partitioning of a
response table with respect to two, three, or four tables of
explanatory variables, using RDA-adjusted R2 values.
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APPENDIX A
A detailed description of the steps involved in calculation of the redundancy statistics in canonical correspondence analysis
(CCA) (Ecological Archives E087-158-A1).

APPENDIX B
A table presenting the slopes relating the species to the environmental variables considered in the simulations (Ecological
Archives E087-158-A2).

APPENDIX C
Results for the Hellinger-transformed species data (Ecological Archives E087-158-A3).

APPENDIX D
A simulation study showing the accuracy of the suggested bootstrapped adjusted R2 (Ecological Archives E087-158-A4).
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APPENDIX E
Results of simulations to assess the Type I error and power of the proposed bootstrap test of the difference between fractions in
variation partitioning, including results for redundancy analysis (RDA) and canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) (Ecological
Archives E087-158-A5).

SUPPLEMENT 1
Matlab function for conducting canonical correspondence analysis for very large data sets (Ecological Archives E087-158-S1).

SUPPLEMENT 2
Matlab library for conducting variation partitioning and test of fractions in multiple regression and canonical models (Ecological
Archives E087-158-S2).

SUPPLEMENT 3
An executable program for conduction variation partitioning with adjustments, test of fractions in redundancy analysis (RDA)
and canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) (Ecological Archives E087-158-S3).

